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Simple hat with simple linear detailing

Abbreviations: 

K-knit
P- Purl
S2PP-Purled double decrease. With yarn in
front, slip 2 stitches knit wise one at a time.
Slip them back onto left needle purl wise one
at a time. Through the back loop slip these 2
stitches purlwise on right needle. Purl next
stitch and pass the 2 slip stitches over this
new purl stitch

Brim:Knit 3cm of 1x1 rib- (K1, P1) repeated
for whole round

Body of Hat: *K15,P1* 6 times
Repeat this row until the hat measures
18cm from cast on edge

Crown Shaping:
K8, Place Marker for beginning of round
(this is in a slightly different place to the
cast on start)
Round 1:*K to one stitch before purl stitch,
S2PP* repeat 6 times 
Round 2:*K to decrease stitch, P1* repeat 6
times

Repeat these 2 rounds until 12 stitches
remain.

Cut yarn and thread tail through all the live
stitches and secure.

Weave in ends and block

Additional Gradient Pompom: Using a
KnitPro pompom maker, wind the yarn from
both leftover balls around the first side of
the pompom maker. Cut yarn.
Rewind balls so you can then work from the
opposite end of the yarn. Wrap yarn round
the second side of the pompom maker. 
Continue to make pompom as normal.

Yarn: 2 Skeins Fiori Gradient Sock Hand Dyed 50g

Needles: 4.00mm  needles

Tension: 21st x 36 rows for 10cm x 10cm Holding 2 strands together

Size: 
One size (fits most teens and adults)
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This hat is worked inside out to maximise
the knit stitches and minimise purling. You
can choose to work from either end of the
gradient depending on your preference. 

Cast On:Holding 2 strands together (one
from each skein and from the same end of
the gradient), cast on 96 stitches using a
stretchy cast on such as longtail cast on.
Join in the round.

https://www.prestigeyarns.com.au/brand/fiori/

